
Quark: Let me tell you something about humans, nephew. They’re wonderful, friendly
people as long as their bellies are full and their holosuites are working. But take away
their creature comforts, deprive them of food, sleep, sonic showers, put their lives in
jeopardy over an extended period of time and these same friendly, intelligent, wonderful
people will become as nasty and violent as the worst, bloodthirsty Klingon.
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Mac kicked at another loose chunk of asphalt, sending it rolling along the crumbling road ahead
of him. He looked down and for not the first time noted how badly the road was deteriorating,
another sure sign of industrial civilisation’s decline he thought briefly. His mind then suddenly
focused upon the young horse he and Susie had brought with them. If it turned a fetlock joint--or
what many might refer to as an ankle--in one of the many potholes or cracks, the plan of using it
as a pack animal for supplies would go sideways. Even if the horse didn't appear to be lame,
they would have to rest him for a few days, leaving them somewhat stranded.

They had been travelling at a steady pace since their early morning departure from The Camp,
as everyone had affectionately come to refer to Sam’s property, making relatively good progress
as they hiked west along Highway 60--also known as Algonquin Trail since it lead directly into
Algonquin Provincial Park--towards the town of Whitney. They were almost there and their hope
was to arrive before sunset and find a safe place to spend the night.

They would then spend a day or two searching for supplies, using the horse to help carry back
far more than two humans possibly could on their own backs. Four, maybe five days was all
they had planned on spending away from The Camp. They had packed lightly as they hadn't
really planned for much longer.

Given Sam’s seemingly prescient preparations, The Camp’s supplies were not in any threat of
imminent decline but the group had discussed accumulating more while they could and decided
a scouting trip was warranted. No sense in letting useful goods rot or deteriorate unused. They
would begin making periodic expeditions to nearby towns and various buildings and homes to
scavenge whatever they could before winter set in again and limited their travel.

The weather had been great the past week and most of the chores necessary to get food
production off the ground had been completed. Susie and Mac had offered to make the run and
it had been suggested that as much of the more perishable goods as possible be brought back
with the help of the horse.

The day had started out sunny but as luck would have it the skies had clouded over soon after
their departure and the light rain that had begun to fall about an hour previously had just
stopped a few minutes ago. Mixed with the unusually high temperature of the day, it was



beginning to feel like a sauna. Unsettling weather to say the least given they had received a few
centimetres of snow one night just two weeks ago. Mac guessed it was probably close to forty
degrees--probably feeling like 50 with the humidity--as he stopped walking to remove his damp
nylon shell and had just spontaneously kicked at the road, the loose piece of asphalt tumbling
end-over-end ahead of him.

He looked over his shoulder back towards Susie who was leading the horse on a short length of
rope. She may have been thinking the same thing as he was with respect to the broken
roadway since she and the horse seemed to be sticking to the relatively level gravel shoulder,
although that could have been due to the horse’s desire to graze constantly on the long grass
growing beside the highway. They had fallen behind Mac by a number of steps because of this,
despite Susie continually encouraging the horse to keep walking with a sharp pull on the rope
when necessary.

Rather than moving forward once he had his shell securely attached around his waist, he
allowed time for his companions to catch up. As he looked around he spotted a bicycle leaning
against a tree just ahead. I can see why that's been abandoned, he thought to himself with a bit
of a laugh.

Bicycles would have been completely useless on this quickly disintegrating roadway they were
hiking along. A car or motorcycle would have probably been okay, but the number of potholes
and the ever-widening cracks would be far more dangerous on a bicycle. Perhaps a good
mountain bike would have been fine but a regular ten or twelve speed with its lightweight metal
rims not so much.

He smiled, thinking about some of the articles he'd read about bicycles being post-carbon
society’s primary means of transportation once fossil fuels were abandoned. Certainly not in this
version of it, he thought, and certainly not up here. It was clear that these northern roads had
lacked maintenance upkeep for a few years now. Given a few more years of non-maintenance,
plant growth, and brutal temperature swings, even a car or light truck might find the roads nearly
impassable. The environmentalists who’d imagined a post-industrialised paradise of green and
clean energy in balance with nature had forgotten that shit happens, and it happens quickly and
in totally unexpected ways.

And then there were the other obstacles they'd encountered: fallen trees and hydro poles across
their path. Severe storms had obviously wreaked havoc on this part of the province. It had been
easy enough to detour around them with the horse and would have been with a bike also, but
would have been virtually impossible if they were in a motor vehicle. Or, at least taken much
longer in order to clear their path--days even, given the size of two of the fallen trees they'd
come across.

Even cars or trucks, Mac thought, would only be useful for so long since most refined gasoline
would not last for more than a handful of years at best. Motor vehicles would necessarily fall
from use rather quickly with trade and distribution of fuel ceasing--an issue he knew never



seemed to have been addressed adequately in the post-apocalyptic fiction of movies, television,
and books. Regardless of the years following civilisation’s collapse, the survivors always
seemed to find fuel to run their internal combustion engines, from cars and trucks to helicopters
and planes.

Reality was sure to be much different. In fact it had been. The last car he'd seen actually mobile
was months ago when Susie had arrived in Toronto. Sam had a store of gasoline that could
have been used for the small camper his father had driven to The Camp, but the group had
agreed to prolong their generator use with it rather than on the convenience of motor travel. At
the moment, another year or two of periodic electrical generation in an emergency situation
outweighed driving the camper somewhere and possibly having to abandon it if no more refined
gasoline could be located. While gasoline wasn't high on their list of supplies to procure, they
would make note of its availability for a near-future foray.

And its retrieval could not be put off for long if it was to be of use. While estimates of refined fuel
going ‘bad’ ranged from three months to a year, or slightly more if fuel stabiliser was added, the
most significant factor seemed to be whether ethanol had been added or not. When corn- and
soybean-based ethanol was not added, gasoline could last for a couple of years before it
became degraded and caused engine problems.

And while there had been a push by some to remove ethanol from retail gasoline sales
altogether, much of Canada still sold most of its gas with 10% ethanol. The industrial agriculture
lobby had ensured it. Ethanol-free gas was only available in small quantities at specific retailers
for high-end cars whose engines required it.

Nothing was more illogical than using huge gasoline-powered vehicles to plant and harvest
genetically-modified corn and soybean while pouring loads of fossil fuel-based herbicides,
pesticides, and fertilisers onto acres and acres of land all to grow plants to add as a supplement
to gasoline. Obviously, someone was making money from the scheme because it made
absolutely no sense and was extremely short-sighted--especially since the process depleted the
soil of all natural fertility and was, in the final accounting, as costly in energy as the amount
supposedly saved. To say little regarding the loss of prime agricultural land to sustain the
practice.

Mac’s mind then drifted to the narrative weaved by techno-cornucopians that self-driving,
electric vehicles would be the next revolution, and save humanity from anthropogenic climate
change to boot. The complete loss of the electrical power grid never figured into their
calculations and prognostications, however--to say little about the fossil fuels that would be
needed for the mining, processing, and distribution of the materials required to construct these
EVs and their energy-storage systems.

He smiled at both the hubris of his species in thinking it could predict the future with any
accuracy and at the sight of Susie approaching him. Despite the years and other women he'd
been with, a part of his heart had always been hers. No matter how hard he had tried, he'd



never been able to wipe the memory of their time together from his mind and he was truly
enjoying their totally unexpected reunion; both emotionally and physically.

She and the horse caught up to him and the group continued their journey westward, Susie and
Mac chatting about their plans for searching Whitney. After only another few hundred metres
Mac suddenly stopped walking and reached out to Susie causing her to stop as well. “That's not
a good sign,” Mac stated with more than just a touch of concern in his voice.

“What?” Susie asked, glancing sideways at him while making sure her grip on the rope attached
to Ginger’s bridle was firm. The horse had already pulled it out of her hand several times in his
determination to graze along the side of the road.

Mac didn't say another word, he just pointed to the northwest. There, somewhat obscured by
surrounding spruce boughs and hanging a couple of metres off the ground secured to a large
maple tree, was a partially decaying human male corpse. The blood-soaked shirt he wore made
it appear that he had been shot several times in the chest, although it was impossible to tell for
sure given the decay of the body and its clothes. The unfortunate victim was decorated with a
sign hung from around his neck that was not difficult to discern. It read simply ‘TURN BACK!’

Susie turned away slightly aghast, “No, that's not good at all.” She'd seen a lot these past few
months and she thought little was left to upset her, but this did. She had spent years believing
that the worst aspects of human behaviour and action could be suppressed, and working
together was the better option in the face of crisis. Mixed with what she'd witnessed fleeing
Toronto, the body strung up before her was a vivid indication that one of her core belief systems
was significantly misguided or completely faulty. The cognitive dissonance it created was
extremely troubling at times.

“Well, we have a couple of options,” Mac began. “We can try going on, although I would suggest
if we decide to do so we do it at night when it's far safer to travel unseen and undetected.”

He paused trying to recall some safe options for travelling through dangerous places and kicked
himself for not bringing the shotgun. The crossbow hanging off his shoulder was okay for
medium-range defence and the blades hidden beneath his pack were great for closer combat,
but he would have preferred the longer range a gun offered. “We can turn around and go back
to The Camp and strategise our next move,” he continued. “Or, we can just head towards our
next choice of towns for supplies. I think that was Madawaska.”

“Let's take a look at the map again and see if there's another way to go,” Susie stated, handing
Mac Ginger’s rope. The horse had quickly made a beeline towards the grass when they had all
stopped their forward movement.

“There aren’t any direct alternate routes into Whitney that I can recall but I'm thinking we need to
cross it off our list of potential sites to explore for resources. At least for the moment,” Mac
responded, stretching his hands over his head and rolling his shoulders. He had spent a couple



of hours chopping wood yesterday and could feel it in his upper back and shoulders today. He'd
lost a lot of weight these past few months given the scarcity of regular meals, but he'd certainly
got back into shape with all the physical demands of this brave new world they were
experiencing.

“I don't think it's worth the risk of encountering a hostile group when we're pretty well set with
what supplies we have at The Camp,” he continued. “This sojourn is as much about scouting
out the region as procuring supplies. That body suggests this particular path may be just a tad
dangerous. Let's look at one of the alternatives we discussed. It'd be different if we were in
desperate straits for supplies.”

“I don't disagree, I suppose,” Susie responded as she slipped off her pack. She took the
topographic map out of its back pocket and spread it on the ground in front of the two of them.
They both knelt to get a closer look.


